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Morning Afternoon

Evening

WITHOUT 
ELECTRONIC LIGHT

1. Wake up with sunrise

2. Toilet

3. Breakfast

4. Kitchen/ Corridor / Lift

- in summer a lot of light ( when big window in 
room) think how you can close it
- don’t forget to turn on the alarm clock ( sun rise 
in di!erent time and you can make mistake) 

- usually it’s without windows and you have to use 
electric light. ( one small window will be 
anough for make room light and you can open it 
and make fresh air come) 

a - some eat when there is not a lot of light espe-
cialy in the morning so small window that we 
have in the kitchen will be nice
b - better it in light than you need big window or 
balcony or  garten 

 
        all depends of what person like

- in "at there places where you can use only 
electric. (lift without light is realy scared 
place)
- in house you have choose. think how to 
make more windows and light corridors

1. Toilet
2. Kitchen
3. Corridor 
4.Lift

- when you are outside there is no 
problems with light, sun shine and 
you can see all. 
- when rain - you can too just have 
more tension for eyes 

OUTSIDE

INSIDE
- depends of building. if there are 
many windows you have no prob-
lems but of course there are places in 
every building where you use only 
electric light 

During the day there are things like TV, Refrigerator, Phone, 
Computer that we use but not thinking that they is also with 
light.
How can you !nd something in refrigerator if you see only 
dark there?
In big cities with the high houses and theskyscraper how 
can people live without light in lift ( we use it so often that we 
don’t notice it. You push button and become light than you 
understand that it’s ok and you will go.

Architects think what and how you are building

OUTSIDE
INSIDE - lights on street ( big street lamps)

- indexes (various inscriptions which need illumination)
- advertizing
- transport movement (lights in cars, bicycles, illumination 
of highways, tra#c light)
- shops (show-windows, inscriptions, advertizing, internal 
rooms)
with night comes a lot of troblels because there is no sun .
            
        
              Are there a lot of  self-shining materials?

in the evening you can do nothing without electric light
- not eat ( but now there are cafes where you can eat in dark)
- not read
- not bathroom ( but it can be nice and romantic with candle)
   you can only sleep. 

if in summer it’s not so di#cult because the sunset is late 
but in winter it’s very big problem.
 

24 HOURS

Protcheva Galina (Moscow)

Homework. 24 hours without light
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Homework. What we know about Henry van de Velde



Summer School Summery 
                             Vince Guo 



Homework before the Summer school (the work pointed by the arrow is mine.) 



I did some shapes in 3d like the oloid, to experience the 3d space rather than 2d stuffs.  



Play of light in a cube with three faces 

1 2 

3 4 Final Work 
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Nietzsche Archive

Henry van de Velde

the rooms located
by thinking in where

light is more
important there

West – breakfast & cabinet
East – living room
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on the mountain good view

around no big houses
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LESS TREES
more light
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How much light
It needs up and

down

Using the material
and color

Sky and forest
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details and color/ simply using of deformaIon
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entrance doesn’t need a lot of light connecIon with glass and wood details
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more light sky imaginaIon use of color connecIon with
downstairs
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lines and color
different material
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lines and color
different material
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PosiIon and group
of windows
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PosiIon and group
of windows
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color and
its work

decoraIon
of the space

play of light
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Bring more color

Interfere the space

People pay more aVenIon to
color changes

Color brings emoIons
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searching of form
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